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Searching for a Constant in your life
Everything that physically exists is constantly altering as everything in the
material universe never stops its normal cycle of continuous growth, leading to a
predetermined maturity, eventually followed by its ultimate demise. This endless
evolution applies equally to inanimate objects and animate living creatures, which
obviously includes humans.
Thus, everything material has a predictable life cycle however, what is
normally overlooked or forgotten within that progression, is that our material
universe has no known center. It exists somewhere within the vast expanse of
infinity that has neither beginning nor end, and so no boundaries to define its
limitless nature. So, how can a material universe appear, containing inanimate
objects and biological species out of, and within, what is infinitely non-material?
My books contain an in-depth delineated response to that question, so what
follows is a condensed sketch of that response. A material universe and biological
species did not, nor cannot, appear out of nothing, so how can non-material
infinity transform into what is finitely material? Furthermore, as infinity is
obviously infinite whatever its Substance is, is also infinite and therefore constant.
As well, that Substance cannot expand outward as it is infinitely borderless.
Consequently, any expansion or growth of whatever that constant Substance is
must expand or grow inward.
Thus, inward ‘growth’ or ‘expansion’ [or implosion] can be viewed as a
reversal of what infinity is. As any inward movement will ‘concentrate’ its
Substance, effectively creating borders within infinity. But infinity is borderless
and cannot be contained within borders. Consequently, for that reversal to
continue its ‘inward-movement’ whatever the Substance of infinity is, it must
separate from that ‘movement’ to retain its borderless ‘nature’ or ‘constant’. And
as a consequence of that ‘enforced-separation,’ there are now two forms of
infinity.
1- The borderless Substance of infinity will retain its infinite ‘nature’ or
‘constant’ along with whatever agency initiated that Substance to ‘move’
but is now ‘held’ within self-imposed and self-containing borders. Thus,
being separate from any further contraction, that agency and its constant
‘nature’ are now motionless, allowing the remainder of infinity to
continue its inward converging journey, effectively creating motion
around a motionless ‘center’.
2- The ‘moving’ remainder is now infinitely non-substantial and outside of
the now bordered activated agency, as the energy or essence of infinities
Substance, and therefore, devoid of its ‘nature’ or ‘constant’.
That self-imposed separation allows the non-substantial remainder of infinity to
continue being ‘pulled-together’ until it cannot be compressed further. At that
critical point, the continuing converging inward movement is blocked: but the
pressure to continue that ‘inward-movement’ remains. And, as with any form of
pressure blocked from continually ‘expanding’ inwards, there will come a
moment when the blockage is released by ‘expanding’ outward.
That imploding moment has been referred to as the ‘Big Bang’, but it is
doubtful there would have been a bang, just an instant reversal of non-material
energy into its reverse, material energy, as a neutralizing or resolving response.
That reversal of energies instigates the birth of the material universe, referred to as
the reverse or inside-out world, which is still slowly growing or ‘expanding’.
Hence, out of what was originally non-material and infinite, there are now two
forms of manifestation.
1- A motionless non-material manifested infinite Substance ‘constant’ and its
‘activating-agency’ that retains its ‘centered’ invisibility as it is borderless,
even if self-contained within borders, and so cannot be ‘seen’ or ‘held’.

2- And a constantly altering finite material ‘substance’ manifested as a
material world that has borders allowing it to be ‘seen’ and ‘held’,
containing both organic (biological) ‘substance’ and inorganic (nonbiological) substance. Also observable is all biological species that have an
innate ability to internally ‘see’ and ‘know’ (referred to as consciousness)
what the biological form can ‘see’ and ‘know’, forming the mind. That
observability indirectly reveals what the Substance of infinity is, as
humans are formed from a reverse material ‘substance’ but created out of a
non-material Substance. Thus, in some form, humans contain aspects of
both.
The aforesaid suggests, that whatever the non-material Substance of infinity is, is
also reversely reflected within the material biology. Or, as humans can ‘see’ and
‘know’, internally as consciousness by the information stored and created in the
mind through the agency of the human body. The initiating non-material
‘activating-agency’ Substance of infinity, as a blueprint, design, model or pattern
indicates that Substance and its ‘activating-agency’, is able to See and Know both
as Consciousness and Mind, as humans are a reverse ‘reflection’ of that
Substance. Making the ‘activating-agency’ of that Substance a non-material nonmoving borderless entity, within self-containing borders, ‘living’ within a
bordered material universe, and so, referred to as the non-material First-Manifest
within a material world. And as the ‘First-Manifest’ is infinite its Substance, as its
nature, is equally infinite and therefore constant. Therefore in some manner, that
constant is also non-materially ‘reflected’ within each and every human.
The foregoing is a concentrated summary to demonstrate how a human has the
ability to internally ‘see’ and ‘know’ (experienced as consciousness), with all the
information for that internal ‘seeing’ and ‘knowing’ mind created by using its
biological ability to ‘see’ and ‘know’. Therefore, humans are both a material/nonmaterial ‘reflection’ of the non-material Substance of the First-Manifest.
Thus, our material-biology is formed from a material ‘substance’ created by
the reversal of infinity. But is also impersonally embedded (as a ‘reflection’ is
impersonal) with its non-material ‘constant’ or ‘nature’ that is personally
discoverable, as it exists within all humans. As such, every material human
consciousness/mind represents a non-material reverse-reflection ‘substance’ of the
First-Manifest, sometimes referred to as its image. Note: that image is not a
physical image, as the First-Manifest is non-material, so a non-material image is
your non-material spirit-heritage.
The following is written in a different form to emphasize that the ‘reflection’
of the First-Manifest is not just a nice theory to accept or reject, as the ‘reverse’ of
that ‘reflection’ can be experienced, which is experiencing the ‘nature’ of the
First-Manifest as its ‘constant’. Thus:
The material human body with a consciousness/mind
contained-within-a-biological-form
‘reflects’
The First-Manifest’s non-material Seeing and Knowing ‘Substance’
contained-within-its-concentrated-infinity.
The first part of this essay was to demonstrate that a Personal Source-of-Creation
exists, and you, as a material personal being, are an impersonal ‘reflection’ of that
Personal Substance. As such, you contain the ‘nature’ of that Source impersonally
embedded within consciousness. Meaning you have a non-material ‘constant’
preexisting in your life and the ‘nature’ of that ‘constant’ is what subliminally
defines the purpose of your personal existence. This is a ‘gift’ most humans do not
recognize as existing. Thus unknowingly, that subliminal gift also makes you a
personal representative of the First-Manifest within manifestation. Consequently,
leaving the gift unwrapped and so unwanted has consequences.
Hence, as the ‘nature’ or ‘constant’ of that Substance is impersonal, and so
subliminally and impersonally embedded within an individual’s consciousness,

you have the option or ‘free will, to use (personalize) or reject that ‘nature’. And
that choice defines your life. However, that impersonally embedded ‘constant’ is a
‘gift’, and if you chose to open it, you will discover a predefined pathway that
subliminally imparts purpose and meaning to your short material existence. But,
if you ignore that gift, you will discover accountability.
Thus, one of the many perplexing questions most people have regarding
accountability is, ‘is there life after death’? The quick response to that question is
yes. But that ‘yes’ is dependent upon not only how you act in life, but also how
you think: for thought is a ‘thing’ as much as an action is a ‘thing’. And as a nonmaterial ‘constant’ responds to, or accepts, whatever its nature is, it responds and
accepts an action and a thought equally as both are a personal ‘thing’. Just because
an action is seen and thought is not, does not make them different. They are the
same ‘thing’: with the ‘sameness’ evoking the emergence of an entirely new
vision for personal accountability. And that accountability you can ‘feel’,
requiring no clarification as the ‘feeling’ defines it.
Consequently, if you extend that ‘nature’ into the world you effectively are
extending the Substance of the First-Manifest into a material world. But if the
‘thought’ and the ‘action’ do not align, the result is diminished. Example: two
people jump into the ocean to save a struggling swimmer. One does it simply
because someone requires assistance, and the other does it thinking of a reward for
the action: same action, different ‘thinking’ and so a different non-material result.
So, if a ‘thought’ and its resultant ‘action’ align, and in some fashion ‘extend’
the ‘constant’ of the First-Manifest into the world, spirit-value is created. And
spirit-value is indestructible as the Substance of the First-Manifest is expanded,
making that ‘extension’ equally indestructible. Consequently, if spirit-value exists,
its indestructibility is what is used to ‘awaken’ you in a new environment after
you vacate the one you now live within. Some have referred to this as the
‘awakening’ of the soul, which is your non-material personal spirit-heritage being
‘awoken’ in a new body fitting a new environment.
Throughout the ages, many teachers have ‘pointed’ at the non-material ‘nature’ of
that ‘constant’ as being the essential aspect of every human. Some people hearing,
feeling or interpreting those teachings have taken the ‘pointing’ and materialized
it by converting the ‘pointing’ into various directional thought-forms, ultimately
becoming beliefs and constructs, allowing their followers to ‘hold’ it. But, as that
‘constant’ is non-material it cannot be ‘held’ only experienced. However, with the
passing of time, those various beliefs and constructs have matured into diverse
religions; with different approaches to the same thing. And although each religion
may appreciate the validity of another’s approach; they still take their approach as
the defining one. And so today, there exists different religions that have created
‘borders’ on an infinite and borderless ‘constant’, allowing their adherents to
‘hold’ what cannot be held. And that form of ‘holding’ is potential causation for a
seemingly endless amount of conflict, referred to as border-wars with humans
becoming its cannon-fodder.
Therefore, avoiding being cannon-fodder begins by appreciating you already
have an infinite non-material ‘constant’ impersonally embedded within you,
providing you with the ‘opportunity’ to personalize it. So, discovering the
Substance of that ‘constant’ should become the primary focus in life. But the
reality is different as mental and physical survival, along with a plethora of
superficial ‘playthings’ which can dominate personal existence, leaving little or no
time to discover that ‘constant’. Or, only in times of great distress is the FirstManifest’s ‘constant-nature’ considered, normally instigated by a want, desire or
need.
So, this little essay has encountered a quandary. Firstly, normally those
searching for the non-material Substance of infinity’s ‘constant’, are using what
can be ‘held’ to discover what cannot be contained by that form of holding, which
is obviously problematic: not impossible, just exceedingly challenging. Secondly,
most are too concerned about daily survival, as well as being constantly assailed
and entertained by numerous superficial distractions, to even begin that search.

Consequently, if you accept the world and its populace as it now is, with no
concern about its future beyond personal survival and the entertainment it
generates, you would be part of the majority. However, if you visualize a more
evolutionary and inclusive future then you will need to discover, or uncover, the
non-material borderless ‘constant’ that preexists within your spirit-heritage.
Because within that ‘constant’ there also preexists an impersonal direction that
subliminally illuminates a pathway for a personal inclusive evolution. But to
discover that ‘constant’ you must forgo ‘holding’ onto restrictive beliefs and
constructs. Not eliminate them altogether, just temporarily ‘by-pass’ them, freeing
that ‘constant’ from self-imposed bonds, allowing it to freely ‘shape’ how you live
your life. So, how does that ‘shaping’ occur? Or what illuminates a personal
direction in life that defines the ‘constant’ you already have embedded within your
spirit-heritage? And if you choose that ‘shaping’ pathway, you will eventually
discover what is hidden in plain sight. The following suggests one method to
uncover what is not concealed.
Firstly, as suggested above, you must not be bound by any beliefs and constructs,
no matter how good they appear to be: this is not permanent, just temporary. Even
though those beliefs and constructs may have provided you with varying degrees
of mental, spiritual and possible physical safety, they are also restrictive, as their
containing restriction creates ‘edges’ allow you to ‘hold’ onto them. But the
embedded ‘constant’ is non-material and unrestricted by any form of border. And
so is ‘edge’ free. Thus, to experience that ‘constant’ and not just believe or accept
it as fact, you need to enter a non-restrictive ‘edge-free’ mindset to resonate with a
non-restrictive edge-free ‘constant’. The moment you actually do that one simple
action, with true unrestricted honesty, you will experience or see what you have
always seen, but now with a new unfettered vision. As there are no longer
restrictive (belief or construct) blinkers to limit what is seen. In those experiential
insightful moments, you ‘feel’ the direction of that ‘constant’, as connectivelypersonal. And this will feel good, both about whatever action you take by the
seeing and about yourself. Therefore the ‘constant’ can be referred to as the nature
of The-Good, as only good results by that form of seeing and doing.
Thus, the ‘constant’ of the First-Manifest is described as the nature of TheGood. And you have that nature impersonally embedded within your spiritheritage to use and so personalize, or ignore, because within your spirit-heritage
you also have the spirit-pattern of free will. And no one anywhere can interfere
with free will, referred to as the Law of Non-Interference. Meaning, you are the
engineer of your own destiny. You are absolutely responsible for all your actions
and all your thoughts, as thought is a ‘thing’ as much as an action is a ‘thing’. As
previously suggested, this is entering into the world of personal accountability and
the nature of ‘The-Good’ forms that accountability by using it or ignoring that
nature.
The foregoing suggests that the universal ‘constant’, referred to as the nature
of The-Good, must be experienced to make it personally yours. When you actually
connect to that internal non-material ‘constant’, you have a firm foundation that
can flex to meet endless circumstances, as it has no ‘edges’ to inhibit flexibility.
Meaning, that connective experience, no matter how it flexes, never loses its
‘shape’. And that ‘shape’ is what shapes your self-image, forging resilient selfworth, allowing you to withstand all the slings-and-arrows you may encounter in
your journey upon this planet. That ‘shape’ is now your personal ‘constant’,
remaining non-materially unalterable but experientially knowable, revealing a
hidden personal-direction in the ‘shape’. Thus, by personalizing that ‘shape’, you
become what it is, fashioning a self-image that has a non-material strength
‘resting’ within unshakable self-worth. Then life changes forever because you
now have a personal guiding ‘shape’, formed out of the non-material Substance of
First-Manifest’s nature or ‘constant’, making your non-material existence
indestructible.
With that ‘constant’ steadfast in your daily thoughts and activities, you can
re-adopt or reapply those beliefs and constructs you temporarily ‘bypassed’. Then

you will discover you are now able to use what they contain, without being
responsive to their containing ‘edges’, allowing you to advance them in alignment
with the ‘shape’ of your embedded ‘constant’, without imposing them upon
another nor using them to judge another.
The openness of that non-imposing and non-judgmental position is what
allows your new ‘edgeless’ freedom to naturally resonate with ‘edgeless’ nature of
the ‘constant’ that is also impersonally embedded in others. The resultant
subliminal ‘edgeless’ connective-resonance is what contains the potential to
engage in a heart-centered versus a mind-centered dialogue, allowing ‘sameness’
to be recognized over ‘differences’. In that connective ‘space’, each individual has
the opportunity to encounter the directional-truth contained within the ‘constant’
both share. And that form of ‘sharing’ contains the potential for ‘sameness’ to
overtake and subdue ‘differences’ to where ‘differences’ no longer control
‘sameness’. It is a brave new world where optimism defeats pessimism, positivity
defeats negativity, enthusiasm defeats cynicism, and trust overpowers distrust,
revealed through an infectious lightness-of-heart that lessens the load-of-others,
simply because it exists and endures.
The intent of this essay is to demonstrate that a Personal Source-of-Existence is
real. And you have the free will option to engage with the ‘nature’ of FirstManifest’s ‘constant’ [or not]. No one can make that decision for you. Nor can
another ‘give’ you that connective experience. You must experience it personally,
for yourself.
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